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ABSTRACT

Lagrangian isopycnal diffusivities quantify the along-isopycnal mixing of any tracer with mean gradients

along isopycnal surfaces. They are studied in the Southern Ocean of the 1/108 Parallel Ocean Program (POP)

model using more than 50 000 float trajectories. Concurrent Eulerian isopycnal diffusivities are estimated

directly from the eddy fluxes and mean tracer gradients. Consistency, spatial variation, and relation to mean

jets are evaluated. The diffusivities are calculated in bins large enough to reduce contributions from the

rotational components that do not lead to net tracer mixing. Because the mean jets are nonzonal and non-

parallel, meridional dispersion includes standing eddies and is significantly different from cross-stream dis-

persion.With the subtraction of the local Eulerianmean, the full Lagrangian diffusivity tensor can be estimated.

Along-stream diffusivities are about 6 times larger than cross-stream diffusivities. Along-streamline averages

of Eulerian and Lagrangian isopycnal diffusivities are similar in that they are larger north of the Antarctic

Circumpolar Current (ACC) and smaller in theACC in the upper 500m. Eulerian diffusivities are often twice

as large as the Lagrangian diffusivities below 500m. There is large longitudinal variability in the diffusivities

and in their relation to themean flow. In bins with one prominent jet, diffusivities are reduced at the surface in

the jet and increased to the north and south of the jet. There is a local maximum at depths of 500–1000m. In

other bins where mean jets merge and diverge because of topography, there is no consistent relation of the

diffusivities with the mean flow. Eulerian fluxes are upgradient in about 15% of the bins.

1. Introduction

Eddy-driven mixing and advection are of leading-

order importance in regions such as the Southern Ocean,

where eddy processes account for both the horizontal

and vertical transfer of tracers across the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current (ACC). Present-day climate models

do not explicitly resolve eddy mixing. Instead, climate

models rely on diffusive parameterizations to represent

spatially and temporally varying eddy processes. Diffu-

sivities can be quantified using both Eulerian and La-

grangianmethods. The Lagrangian approach is based on

the spreading of particles or floats as they follow the flow

(Taylor 1921), whereas Eulerian diffusivities are quan-

tified from Eulerian eddy tracer fluxes (e.g., Eden 2006).

When estimates are based on tracer releases, a diffusiv-

ity can be calculated from the lengthening of tracer

contours in an eddying flow (Nakamura 2001), or from

the rate at which the area of the tracer grows over time

(e.g., Ledwell and Watson 1991). These estimates may

also be regarded as (semi)Lagrangian because they are

obtained from the spread of a tracer as it follows the

flow. Estimates of eddy diffusivities in the Southern

Ocean have been calculated using all of these methods.

However, considerable disagreement has been found in

both their magnitudes and in their horizontal and ver-

tical structures (Ferreira et al. 2005; Marshall et al. 2006;

Eden 2006; Sall�ee et al. 2008; Smith and Marshall 2009;
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Shuckburgh et al. 2009b; Abernathey et al. 2010; Ferrari

andNikurashin 2010; Griesel et al. 2010; NaveiraGarabato

et al. 2011).

The goal of this study is to estimate isopycnal eddy

diffusivities and their depth dependence from both

Eulerian (eddy tracer fluxes) and Lagrangian (particle

dispersion) quantities in a consistent manner and to in-

terpret their respective differences. Isopycnal diffusivity

quantifies the mixing of tracers along isopycnal surfaces

and across mean isopycnal tracer gradients and is to be

distinguished from the skew diffusivity that can be in-

terpreted as quantifying the advection of properties,

such as buoyancy, through an eddy velocity (see, e.g.,

Griffies 1998). For this analysis, more than 50 000 nu-

merical floats were deployed in an eddying Parallel

Ocean Program (POP) simulation. This deployment

scheme significantly improved the horizontal and verti-

cal coverage of the domain relative to an earlier exper-

iment in which numerical floats were deployed more

sparsely in space (Griesel et al. 2010). The float de-

ployment number was dictated by the computational

load placed on the POP code by the online float ad-

vection scheme that is three-dimensional, and float ad-

vection is calculated at eachmodel time step. This online

advection scheme is computationally more expensive

than, for example, a two-dimensional offline advection

method (e.g., Sall�ee et al. 2011). The online scheme has

the important advantage of allowing floats to be advected

by the fully temporally resolved three-dimensional ve-

locity field. It also simplifies the sampling of Eulerian

quantities at float positions. This is needed both to de-

termine Eulerian diffusivities along float trajectories

and to determine Eulerian means, which are needed to

define the background float velocity field.

Lagrangian floats provide a means to test the appli-

cability of the eddy diffusion model [see LaCasce (2008)

for an overview]. Taylor (1921) showed that Lagrangian

particles in isotropic and homogeneous turbulence

spread diffusively for periods longer than the integral

time scale, with a constant diffusivity calculated from

the integral of the velocity autocorrelation. Davis (1987,

1991) refined the theoretical framework to allow both

the mean flow and diffusivity to be spatially variable.

In an ocean with inhomogeneous, strong mean flows

and with an eddy field of varying horizontal scale, one of

the challenges is to find the asymptotic behavior of the

velocity autocorrelation, which requires sufficiently long

time lags (e.g., Bauer et al. 1998; Veneziani et al. 2004;

Davis 2005; Griesel et al. 2010). Strong rotational com-

ponents of the eddy field, which are found in vortices

and meanders of the Lagrangian trajectories, lead to os-

cillations in the autocovariances (Berloff and McWilliams

2002a,b; Veneziani et al. 2005; Griesel et al. 2010). These

rotational motions are not associated with net mixing

and tend to appear when the floats pass through quasi-

stationary eddies in the presence of strong mean flows.

Griesel et al. (2010) showed that when time lags are long

enough to average over the negative lobes in the velocity

autocorrelation, then strong mean flows act as barriers

to mixing, whereas if the time lag is too short, eddy

mixing appears enhanced in regions of strong mean flow

and high eddy kinetic energy. The relationship between

negative lobes and eddy–mean flow interactions was

explained in more detail by Klocker et al. (2012a). They

treated the ocean as an equivalent barotropic fluid

governed by the quasi–potential vorticity equation in

the presence of a background mean flow, representing

the forcing with a fluctuation–dissipation stochastic term.

Then theywere able to show explicitly that the Lagrangian

velocity autocorrelation is composed of an exponentially

decaying part and an oscillatory part that is directly

dependent on the phase speed of the eddies relative to

the mean flow.

Similarly, rotational parts of the Eulerian eddy tracer

fluxes play no role in the divergence of the eddy tracer

flux and bias the computation of Eulerian diffusivities

from eddy fluxes and mean tracer gradients (Eden 2006;

Eden et al. 2007a,b; Griesel et al. 2010). One way to

estimate local Eulerian diffusivities is to subtract a phys-

ically meaningful rotational flux from the raw fluxes

(Eden et al. 2007a).

Diffusivities inferred from Lagrangian floats are of-

ten highly correlated with eddy kinetic energy (EKE)

(Krauss and B€oning 1987; Lumpkin et al. 2002; Zhurbas

and Oh 2004; Sall�ee et al. 2008), which in the case of the

ACC results in local maxima of eddy diffusivity in its

core (Sall�ee et al. 2008). On the other hand, strong

currents can also act asmixing barriers (e.g., Bower et al.

1985), leading to small effective eddy diffusivities in

the core of the ACC (e.g., Marshall et al. 2006; Naveira

Garabato et al. 2011). Naveira Garabato et al. (2011)

invoked mixing length arguments and found that the

spatial distribution of the eddy length scales, rather than

the eddy velocities or EKE, determines the spatial dis-

tributions of the eddy diffusivities in the SouthernOcean.

However, Shuckburgh et al. (2009a,b) showed that at any

given geographic location, the magnitude of the diffu-

sivity seems to depend on the relative importance of the

strength of the mean flow and EKE, respectively. Thus,

previous results appeared to contradict each other, with

high EKE coinciding with high diffusivities in observed

Lagrangian data and with low diffusivities in tracer-based

interpretations.

Some of the differing diffusivity estimates were rec-

onciled by later studies. Griesel et al. (2010) partially ex-

plained the discrepancies by pointing out that Lagrangian
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diffusivities are sensitive to the time lag used to integrate

the Lagrangian velocity autocovariance (AC), and some

previous studies probably did not select sufficiently long

time lags. However, the float deployments used byGriesel

et al. (2010) were limited, both in terms of number and

spatial distribution, and did not resolve the ACC suffi-

ciently well to distinguish regimes with strong and weak

mean flows. Klocker et al. (2012b) were able to reconcile

Lagrangian and semi-Lagrangian tracer-based estimates

of eddy diffusivities using a construct whereby eddies

were defined as the deviation froma constant zonal-mean

flow, provided that the number of floats was sufficiently

large. Similar surface distributions of Eulerian and tracer-

based eddy diffusivities were obtained by Abernathey

and Marshall (2013).

Linear theory predicts low diffusivities near the sur-

face and high diffusivities at a critical depth where the

ACC velocity approximately balances the Rossby wave

phase speed (Green 1970; Smith and Marshall 2009). In

the ocean, eddies are generally nonlinear (Chelton et al.

2007, 2011), interact, and thus have a finite decorrelation

time scale. As discussed by Ferrari and Nikurashin

(2010) and Naveira Garabato et al. (2011), once a finite

eddy decorrelation time scale is introduced in the pro-

blem, the mean flow acts to suppress mixing, and critical

layers can be interpreted as regions where mixing sup-

pression is not observed. Further support for this con-

cept was obtained by Klocker et al. (2012b,a) using a

sufficiently large number of floats to examine eddies in a

constant zonal-mean flow with an equivalent barotropic

vertical structure. Recently, Riha and Eden (2011) de-

tected mixing barriers in jets at the surface in both Eu-

lerian and isopycnal Lagrangian diffusivity estimates in

an idealized zonal channel. They also found an increase

of diffusivity with depth beneath the jets. In their study,

the Eulerian diffusivities were based on the meridional

eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and of buoyancy, cor-

responding to the diffusivities in theGent andMcWilliams

(1990) (GM) parameterization. Lagrangian estimates of

diffusivities were generally smaller than the Eulerian

estimates, particularly at the surface.

Here, we expand on the work ofRiha andEden (2011)

by considering Lagrangian versus Eulerian isopycnal

mixing processes in amore realistic high-resolution ocean

model. This model generates nonzonal, nonparallel jets,

which can be strongly influenced by topography. Zonal

asymmetries, in the form of topography, have an impact

on cross-stream transport: Thompson and Sall�ee (2012)

and Sall�ee et al. (2011) recently showed that mixing is

highly localized and enhanced in the lee of bathymetric

features. We pursue the following main questions: 1) what

is the depth dependence of the Lagrangian isopycnal

diffusivities, and how does it depend on longitude?

2) Can we estimate Eulerian diffusivities from the bin-

averaged eddy tracer fluxes that are comparable to the

Lagrangian isopycnal diffusivities? Instead of explicitly

subtracting rotational parts from the Eulerian eddy

fluxes, we pose the following hypothesis: when the dif-

fusive limit in the Lagrangian diffusivity is reached (i.e.,

when the time lag/bin size is large enough for the flow to

be in the diffusive regime), we also expect the Eulerian

fluxes averaged over the same bin size to represent a

diffusive flux (i.e., we expect the Eulerian fluxes to have

a net downgradient component without explicit subtrac-

tion of the rotational parts). This seemingly poses a con-

tradiction to the study of Griesel et al. (2009) who found

that rotational parts of the eddy fluxes dominate on all

length scales and is another starting point for this paper.

We show that provided bins are of sufficient extent and

the local Eulerian mean velocity is subtracted, Lagrangian

along- and cross-stream isopycnal diffusivities can be

estimated.We also show that the Lagrangian diffusivities

have vertical structures that are similar to the corre-

sponding Eulerian isopycnal diffusivities obtained

from along-streamline averages particularly in regions

with distinct jets. Otherwise significant differences

remain.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes

the Lagrangian float data and the requirements for bin

sizes, as well as discussing the resulting Lagrangian dif-

fusivity distributions. Section 3 describes how the Eu-

lerian isopycnal diffusivities are computed, comments

on the averaging scale necessary for the Eulerian eddy

fluxes to have small rotational components, and com-

pares the Lagrangian and Eulerian diffusivities. Section 4

contains the summary and conclusions.

2. Lagrangian diffusivities

In this section we describe the eddying ocean general

circulation model used in the study, the model de-

ployment strategy of Lagrangian parcels that are sub-

sequently advected online through the simulated flow

field, the methodology used to calculate Lagrangian

diffusivities, and finally the dependence of the re-

sulting diffusivities on coordinate system orientation

and longitude.

a. Ocean model and methodology

We use the nominal 1/108 global POP model in a

configuration described in detail by Maltrud et al.

(2010). An earlier 1/108 POP simulation (Maltrud and

McClean 2005) was used byGriesel et al. (2009, 2010). A

notable difference to the previous configuration is that

the grid has been changed from a dipole to a tripole

layout. The vertical resolution is the same, but there
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are two additional deep levels increasing the number of

vertical levels to 42. Bottom topography is now dis-

cretized with partial bottom cells.

The initial condition used for our simulation is the

100-yr spun-up state of Maltrud et al. (2010) that was

forced with monthly averaged ‘‘normal year’’ Common

Ocean–Ice Reference Experiments (CORE) atmospheric

fluxes constructed by Large and Yeager (2009). Normal

year forcing represents climatological conditions con-

structed from 43 years of interannually varying atmo-

spheric state; it is made up of single annual cycles of all

the atmospheric fields needed to force an ocean model.

The 6-hourly forcing was averaged to monthly forcing.

Wind stress was calculated offline using bulk formulae

and the Hurrell sea surface temperature (SST) clima-

tology (Large and Pond 1982; Hurrell et al. 2008);

evaporation and sensible heat flux were calculated on-

line using the same bulk formulae and the model-pre-

dicted SST.Maltrud et al. (2010) provide more details of

the forcing and model setup.

In the spun-up state, 56 000 floats were deployed in the

Southern Ocean between latitudes 708 and 358S with

a spacing of 58 in longitude, 0.48–0.88 in latitude, and

200mwith depth. The floats were advected by the three-

dimensional model flow for 2 years using a fourth-order

Runge–Kutta scheme at every model time step. Figure 1

shows the trajectories that lie in the 200–400-m depth

range after 2 years of integration and the eddy kinetic

energy field that they are sampling. The domain is

well sampled, except in the most equatorward latitudes

where coverage varies from basin to basin due to re-

gional subtropical energetics. The day-to-day change in

density that each float experiences is mostly smaller than

the mean density change per meter depth (not shown),

meaning that the floats do not deviatemore than ameter

from the mean density surface where they were located

on the previous day. Another measure of the degree to

which the floats follow isopycnals is the density differ-

ence after 30 days of travel. We choose 30 days because

this is the time lag at which the diffusivities will be di-

agnosed (see section 2b). The mean density change for

all floats originating in the upper 500m is 0.058 6 0.116

and 0.0046 0.009 kgm23 for the floats originating in the

500–1000-m depth range. Below about 500m, away from

mixed layers, lateral diffusion is orders of magnitude

larger than diapycnal diffusion, and so we assume here

that the lateral dispersion of the floats can serve as

a measure of isopycnal diffusion.

The Lagrangian diffusivity kL is determined by the in-

tegral of the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation function:

kLij (x, t)5

ð0
2t

d~thu0i(t0 j x, t0)u0j(t0 1 ~t j x, t0)iL , (1)

where u0i(t0 1 t j x, t0) denotes the residual velocity of a

particle at time t01 t passing through x at time t0 (Davis

1987). The angle brackets denote the Lagrangian mean.

The residual velocity is calculated as the deviation from

the Eulerianmean velocity, and hence the single-particle

diffusivity is a mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian quantity. If

the diffusivity exists, that is, if the eddy field has a dif-

fusive component, then for sufficiently long time lags,

the integral converges to a constant k‘ that characterizes

the time-mean dispersion for long time lags.

The approach taken byDavis (1987), strictly speaking,

is valid for an ensemble of particles passing through

a fixed position at different moments in a shear flow.

In practice, particles do not all pass through exactly the

same point, and instead we consider an ensemble of

particles taken from a finite area (or bin) in a shear flow.

The time-mean Eulerian flow in the ACC consists of

multiple jets whose cross-stream scale is comparable to

the eddy scale. As shown by Oh et al. (2000), in a shear

flow the along-stream diffusivity is affected by the shear

dispersion. If we remove a spatially uniform average from

each float velocity, we are left with a residual due to the

mean shear that may dominate the diffusivity estimate

(Bauer et al. 1998; Koszalka et al. 2011). When Griesel

et al. (2010) subtracted the local mean instead of a spa-

tially uniform mean, their resulting Lagrangian diffusiv-

ities were characterized by good convergence properties,

a result of minimizing the influence of shear dispersion.

FIG. 1. Trajectories of floats in depth interval 200–400m. Color is

the square root of the Lagrangian eddy kinetic energy
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u02 1 y 02

p

(cm s21), where u0 and y0 are the deviation of the Lagrangian zonal

and meridional velocity from the Eulerian mean velocity at each

float location, respectively. Also shown are four of the streamlines

and nine lon segments used for binning in section 2.
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b. Results from Lagrangian deployments: Bin sizes
and dependence on time lag

The simulated Lagrangian diffusivities were calcu-

lated using trajectories in fixed bins. In the vertical di-

rection we used 200-m spacing, resulting in 14 bins. In

the meridional direction we used along-stream binning

constructed from the model’s time mean and spatially

filtered barotropic streamlines Cg 5 gf21h, where h is

the time-mean model sea surface height (SSH), g is the

gravitational acceleration, and f is the Coriolis param-

eter. Barotropic streamlines are dynamically more

consistent than zonal contours, as they are aligned with

mean ACC jets, at least at the surface. The raw un-

filtered 3-year-mean streamlines cannot be used for

binning due to their convoluted complex structure and

because their paths are a nonunique function of latitude.

On the other hand, spatial filtering may lead to floats

oscillating between bins particularly in the lee of topo-

graphic features with small-scale standing meanders.

Here we define cross- and along-stream Lagrangian

diffusivities (see section 2c) using the local depth-de-

pendent Eulerian mean velocities, which are different

from the depth-independent velocities derived from the

barotropic streamlines and are an unfiltered represen-

tation of cross-stream dispersion. The barotropic

streamlines define the zonal integration path for along-

streamline averages. As discussed by Viebahn and Eden

(2012), an isopycnal meridional overturning circulation

with an exactly vanishing standing eddy part should be

computed by zonally integrating along depth-dependent

horizontal isolines of time-mean density. However, ne-

glecting the depth dependence of the zonal integration

paths by integrating along geostrophic streamlines of

a fixed depth may represent an acceptable approxima-

tion (Viebahn and Eden 2012).

The along-stream bin size needs to be large enough

that the trajectory segments in the bin are each suffi-

ciently long that the diffusivity converges and is repre-

sentative of that bin (and not of the neighboring bins). In

regions of the ACC where large velocities occur, the

floats will be advected quickly downstream; large ve-

locities also correspond to closely spaced streamlines,

meaning that floats are prone to leave the bins in the

meridional direction. Table 1 assesses the number of days

the floats stay in the bins for different meridional and

longitudinal grid spacings. Zonal spacing can be decreased

at the expense of meridional spacing increase. For a lon-

gitudinal grid spacing of 408 and a streamline binning of

DCg 5 1 3 104m2 s21, most floats stay in the bins for

30 days, whereas when the longitudinal bin size is reduced

to 208 the meridional spacing needs to be doubled for

most floats to stay in the bins for more than 30 days.

We now examine the Lagrangian diffusivity as a func-

tion of time lag to determine the time lag at which the

Lagrangian diffusivity converges. In the cross-stream di-

rection, diffusivity oscillates with time lag (Fig. 2a), and

there is a significant difference between the peak diffu-

sivity occurring between lags of 0–10 days, and that oc-

curring for lags.30 days. This difference decreases with

depth (Fig. 2b). The ratio of the maximum diffusivity

and that diagnosed at time lags .30 days also decreases

with depth.On average, this ratio is about 3 at 500-m and

about 1.7 at 1300-m depth. Circling and meandering

trajectories do not lead to any net cross-stream disper-

sion, and as a result the diffusivity as a function of time

lag oscillates before it converges to the correct value of

diffusivity (Griesel et al. 2010). This is consistent with

the ideas discussed by Klocker et al. (2012b,a). They

report that at the surface, eddies propagate relative to

the mean flow so that their overall speed becomes

smaller than the mean flow speed, and the eddies appear

quasi stationary. Floats at the surface are advected through

these quasi-stationary eddies, leading to oscillating auto-

correlations, and so the eddies do not have time to disperse

the floats. At depth, eddies tend tomove at similar speeds

to the mean flow and have time to mix.

In contrast, in the along-stream direction there is no

oscillatory behavior because along-stream advection

dwarfs oscillatory motions. If the local Eulerian mean is

not subtracted, dispersion grows in the along-stream

direction (Figs. 2e,f). However, when the local Eulerian

mean is subtracted, convergence improves, and the along-

stream diffusivity can be determined, particularly deeper

in the water column (Fig. 2d).

The behavior of the diffusivity as a function of time lag

(Fig. 2) shows that in the case of the cross-stream dif-

fusivities the diffusive limit can be reached in 30 days;

however, for the along-stream diffusivities, a minimum

of 50 days is required. Because our emphasis is on the

cross-stream Lagrangian diffusivity, based on Table 1

and Fig. 2, we decided to use the bin sizes listed in the

TABLE 1. Mean number of days that a float stays in each bin in

the along-stream average at 300-m depth is shown in the middle

column. The bin size is expressed as spacing in lon (8) times spacing

in streamline (104m2 s21) in the left column. The error bars are the

std dev for the along-stream average. Percentage of bins where the

mean number of days is smaller than 30 days is shown in the right

column.

Bin size Mean number of days % bins , 30 days

108 3 1 17 6 11 50%

108 3 2 26 6 15 33%

208 3 1 23 6 14 46%

208 3 2 37 6 19 22%

408 3 1 30 6 13 37%
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last two rows of Table 1. In section 2c, we focus on

meridional variability by using 408 longitude in the zonal
direction and meridional spacing defined by barotropic

streamline contours with DCg 5 1 3 104m2 s21. This

results in 15 bins in the meridional direction. In section 3,

we focus on longitudinal variability by using a baro-

tropic streamline spacing of DCg 5 2 3 104m2 s21 and

a longitudinal grid size of 208 overlapping by 58,
leading to 72 bins in the longitudinal direction. Note

that bin sizes here are larger than typically used in

earlier studies (e.g., Sall�ee et al. 2008).

c. Lagrangian diffusivity distributions

For homogeneous statistics and negligible shear disper-

sion, the Lagrangian diffusivity tensor is symmetric, and

therefore can be diagonalized with K 5 ELET, where E

contains the eigenvectors of K and L is the diagonal ma-

trix containing the eigenvalues li. We computed K in a

FIG. 2. Cross-stream diffusivity as a function of time lag in the core of the ACC for bins at (a) 300 and (b) 1500m.

(c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for along-stream diffusivity. (e),(f) Along-stream diffusivity as in (c),(d), but without sub-

traction of the Eulerian mean. Note the different scales on the y axes.
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coordinate system projected along and across the Eulerian

mean velocity; hence, the off-diagonal components of K

are indistinguishable from zero (Fig. 3). However, the two

eigenvalues, l? in the cross- and lk in the along-stream

direction, are not equal. The along-stream diffusivity is

larger by a factor of about 6 than the cross-streamdiffusivity

at 500- and 1100-m depth in the along-streamline average.

1) DEPENDENCE ON COORDINATE SYSTEM

ORIENTATION

Classically, Lagrangian diffusivity has been quantified

in a zonally meridionally oriented coordinate system,

but other coordinate systems have also been explored,

such as across- and along-f/H contours whereH is ocean

depth (LaCasce 2000), across-bin mean streamlines

(Sall�ee et al. 2008), and across the local Eulerian time

mean (Griesel et al. 2010). The depth dependence of

Lagrangian diffusivity in the Southern Ocean has pre-

viously been explored in the meridional direction, im-

plying that eddies were defined as deviations from the

zonal-mean jets (e.g., Riha andEden 2011; Klocker et al.

2012b). The model used by Riha and Eden (2011) did

not include topography, someridional dispersion did not

include a standing eddy component, but in studies where

the influence of topography is not explicitly excluded,

the definition of eddies as the deviation from the zonal

mean can include a standing eddy contribution.

In our study, we show that the depth variation of

Lagrangian diffusivity differs depending on the coordi-

nate system orientation. Figure 4 shows the depth de-

pendence of the along-stream average of meridional

(blue line) and cross-stream (red line) eddy diffusivity in

the ACC core. In both cases, diffusivities are diagnosed

at a time lag of 30 days. To compute the cross-stream

eddy diffusivity (red profile), the Lagrangian velocities

are projected across the Eulerian mean velocity. For

Fig. 4 we used the streamline bin with the maximum

along-streamline average Eulerian mean velocity, which

corresponds to an average latitude of 508S. Meridional

Lagrangian diffusivity decreases rapidly from 6800 6
642m2 s21 near the surface to 30006 150m2 s21 at 1500-m

depth and is about 6 times larger near the surface than

the Lagrangian diffusivity. This difference indicates that

the meridional dispersion still contains a substantial con-

tribution from the along-stream component of isopycnal

diffusivity, which can be interpreted as a measure of the

deviation of the Eulerian mean jets from a zonal ori-

entation. Because the averages are based on 408-long
bins, deviations from the zonal direction over this scale

contribute to the differences between meridional and

cross-stream diffusivities. The along-stream diffusivity

(calculated in section 2b) is about 6 times larger than the

FIG. 3. Lagrangian diffusivity tensor components as a function of time lag in along-streamline

average for a depth of (a) 500 and (b) 1100m and mean lat 528S: black is k?, magenta is kk, and
blue is k?k. Also shown in thin lines is the std dev of the along-streamline average.

FIG. 4. Along-streamline average ofmeridional and cross-stream

diffusivity as a function of depth in the core of the ACC. Shown is

the streamline bin with the max along-streamline average Eulerian

mean velocity corresponding to an average lat of 508S: Lagrangian
velocity is projected across mean temperature contours (black)

and across theEulerianmean velocity, and the diffusivity is diagnosed

at time lag 30 (red) or 10 (green) days. The blue line is the Lagrangian

diffusivity diagnosed from the Lagrangian meridional velocity.
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cross-stream diffusivity (Fig. 3) and is highly correlated

with eddy kinetic energy that decreases with depth (cf.

Figs. 2c,d).

In section 3a, we will quantify the Eulerian diffusivity

as diffusion across mean temperature contours. For the

most consistent comparison with the Eulerian diffusiv-

ity, we also consider the projection of the Lagrangian

velocity across mean potential temperature Q contours

in section 3 (black line in Fig. 4). For both cross-stream

and cross-Q contour frameworks with diffusivity di-

agnosed at a time lag of 30 days, kL is on the order of

500–700m2 s21 and is quite uniform with depth in the

along-streamline average (red and black lines in Fig. 4).

This is consistent with previous findings of Griesel et al.

(2010). In the upper ocean, mean temperature contours

and velocities are better aligned than they are below

depths of 1500m, where the two diffusivities differ.

The vertical dependence of kL also depends on the

time lag at which it is diagnosed. Diffusivities are twice

as large in the upper 1000m when the time lag is too

short (green line in Fig. 4), because the short lag diffu-

sivity is not representative of k‘, as discussed in section

2b and in Griesel et al. (2010).

The Lagrangian diffusivity can be written as

kL 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hu02i

q
LL , (2)

where LL is the Lagrangian eddy ‘‘length scale’’ that is

obtained from the area under the integral of the velocity

AC, normalized by the square root of theAC at zero lag:

LL 5 1/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RL(0)

p Ð ‘
0 RL(t) dt. Here

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hu02i

q
is the square

root of the Lagrangian eddy kinetic energy, where the

prime is the deviation of the Lagrangian velocity from

the Eulerian mean at each float location. In theory, with

an exponentially decaying velocity AC, LL quantifies

the length after which the float velocities are no longer

correlated and can be assumed to conform to a random

walk regime. In practice, in the presence of mean flows,

eddy–mean flow interactions lead to oscillations in the

velocity AC between positive and negative values (Griesel

et al. 2010; Klocker et al. 2012b,a). This means that the

Lagrangian integral scale cannot be interpreted as a

meaningful decorrelation scale. Figure 5a shows the

along-streamline average of the cross-stream Lagrangian

diffusivity as a function of latitude and depth and Fig. 5b

shows the effective Lagrangian length scale obtained

from the integral of the velocity AC after 30 days. The

mixing barrier effect of the mean flow is apparent in the

upper 1000m (south of about 458S) where significant

negative lobes in the velocity AC reduce the effective

length scale to less than 10 km. The combination of this

increase of the length scale with depth and the strong

decrease of EKE with depth (not shown) leads to La-

grangian diffusivities of about 700–1200m2 s21 in the

upper ACC, increasing to 1500m2 s21 on the northward

flanks in the upper 500m (Fig. 5a).

2) LONGITUDINAL VARIABILITY

TheACC consists of multiple jets whose positions and

strengths vary considerably with longitude (see Fig. 6).

The intensity of the jets varies along the streamlines and

the individual branches merge and diverge, often in re-

sponse to interactions with bathymetry. Although the

fronts change position and intensity with time, Sokolov

and Rintoul (2009) concluded from a time series of SSH

observations that the jets are aligned with particular

streamlines along the circumpolar path of the ACC. In

POP, the time-mean ACC jets are not consistently as-

sociated with single SSH contours along the entire cir-

cumpolar path. Consequently, the along-streamline

average combines stronger and weaker mean flow

FIG. 5. (a) Along-streamline average of Lagrangian diffusivity (m2 s21). The profile around 508S corresponds to the
red line in Fig. 4. (b) Along-streamline average of Lagrangian integral length scale (km). Contours are Eulerian-

mean velocity averaged along the streamline bins with a contour interval of 2 cm s21.
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regimes with corresponding stronger or weaker mixing

barriers. The uniform depth distribution of cross-stream

Lagrangian diffusivities shown in Fig. 4 arises from

along-stream averaging, but this does not mean that

Lagrangian diffusivity is uniform with depth in all bins.

Figure 6 shows that when the dominant flow is con-

fined to a single jet (as in bins 3 and 6 in Fig. 6), and

associated with the same streamlines, then the cross-

stream Lagrangian diffusivity exhibits a spatial structure

to be expected from critical layer theory. Evidence of

a mixing barrier is seen in the jet at depths less than

1000m in both bin 3 (Fig. 7a) and bin 6 (Fig. 7b); below

this level diffusivity increases with depth in the jet as

well as on its northern and southern flanks.

When the ACC flow is distributed between multiple

jets (as in bins 5 or 8 in Fig. 6), mixing barriers are less

evident. Streamlines are influenced by topography,

and the jet structures are more complex, making it

difficult to resolve spatial variations due to limitations

arising from the bin size requirements. Bin 8, around

the Drake Passage (Fig. 7c), exhibits two jets with mixing

barriers within the jets and enhanced mixing in between.

However, there is no evidence of a mixing maximum

at a depth below the jets. Instead, diffusivity decreases

with depth. Bin 5, encompassing New Zealand (Fig. 7d),

contains regimes of high and low flow and even westward

jets within a single streamline bin. The complexity added

by eddy, jet, topography interactions in this bin leads to

a diffusivity distribution that cannot be interpreted in

a straightforward manner.

3. Eulerian–Lagrangian comparison

In this section, we describe the methodology used to

calculate Eulerian diffusivities. Lagrangian and Eulerian

diffusivities are then compared and their differences are

discussed.

a. Method

Davis (1991) showed that in inhomogeneous flows

with finite-scale eddies, the evolution of the mean tracer

concentration depends only on the initial conditions of

the mean and source fields and the single-particle sta-

tistics. As discussed in section 2a, if the time lag t goes to

infinity, or rather, is greater than some time T that re-

flects the finite scales of the dispersing eddies, k(x, t)

approaches a constant value k‘, and the eddy flux is ap-

proximated by the typical advection–diffusion equation

hu0i(x, t)Q0(x, t)i52kL‘ij (x)›x
j
Q(x, t) , (3)

where Q is a tracer concentration, and kL‘ij is the La-

grangian diffusivity tensor defined in Eq. (1) when the

time lag approaches infinity. The angle brackets are the

average over the Lagrangian bin.

To compute the Eulerian eddy diffusivities from the

eddy fluxes themselves, the horizontal eddy flux of the

tracer Q can be decomposed into three terms: a compo-

nent perpendicular to the mean tracer contours, in-

volving the (scalar) Eulerian diffusivity kE; a component

that is along the mean tracer gradient with a stream-

function B characterizing eddy advective effects; and

a rotational part with vector potential C that serves as

a gauge potential. The gauge potential does not affect

the divergence of the eddy flux, but it does affect the

definition of k and B (e.g., Eden et al. 2007b):

u0hQ
052kE$Q2B(k3$hQ)1 k3$hC . (4)

Equation (4) is the decomposition of the horizontal

eddy flux on constant z levels. However, because the

Lagrangian floats travel along isopycnals and measure

the isopycnal diffusion, the Eulerian diffusivity kE is

calculated as

kEr 52
hFr?i
hj$rQji , (5)

where Fr? is the isopycnal eddy flux across mean-Q
contours and j$rQj is the isopycnal-mean Q gradient,

that is, the part of the Q gradient that is directed along

the local isopycnal surface. The angle brackets denote

an average along the float trajectories. Note that this

isopycnal diffusivity is to be distinguished from the dif-

fusivity used in the GM parameterization, which is

FIG. 6. Eulerian-mean velocity at 300-m depth (cm s21) and ev-

ery other streamline used for binning. The streamline spacing is

DCg 5 2 3 104m2 s21. Also shown are the nine lon segments used

for binning in section 2.
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calculated from the horizontal eddy buoyancy flux and

the horizontal buoyancy gradient (Smith and Marshall

2009; Vollmer and Eden 2013; Abernathey et al. 2013).

b. Eulerian bin size requirements

As part of the computation of Eulerian diffusivity kE,

an appropriate bin size needs to be chosen as indicated

by the angle brackets in Eq. (5); constraints on this

choice are discussed in this section.

In the Southern Ocean, a large part of the eddy flux

circulates along contours of eddy variance, as shown in

Fig. 8a for a region west of the Drake Passage. The ro-

tational component [represented by C in Eq. (4)] can be

related to advection and time evolution terms in the

eddy variance equation (see, e.g., Marshall and Shutts

1981; Eden et al. 2007a). These rotational parts locally

lead to oscillations between up- and downgradient eddy

fluxes that we expect to average out over large enough

scales. In the global average, the advective terms vanish

completely. In the zonal average, when there is no mean

meridional flow, only the triple correlation and time

evolution terms contribute to the rotational flux. If

those two contributions are small, then the diffusivity

calculated from the raw zonally averaged flux is equiv-

alent to the diffusivity calculated after the subtraction of

the rotational parts. This was shown, for example, in

appendix C of Abernathey and Marshall (2013).

Abernathey and Marshall (2013) show that variance

advection occursmostly on scales below 500km,meaning

that variance is dissipated within 500 km of where it is

produced. Provided that the averaging interval (i.e., the

bin) is large enough, we expect, on average, a net

downgradient flux. This point is illustrated in Fig. 8b,

which shows the large variation of the eddy heat flux

along three float trajectories. The heat flux, when aver-

aged along each of the three trajectories, tends to con-

verge after about 40 days to a constant downgradient

value, about an order of magnitude smaller than the

local heat flux, in all cases. This is similar to finding a

diffusive limit for kL at large time lags (and large bin

sizes). For the Lagrangian diffusivity, oscillations on

time scales less than about 40 days represent the rota-

tional parts. Hence, just as in the original work of Taylor

(1921), if the diffusive limit is reached the bin-averaged

eddy flux can be interpreted as a diffusive parameteri-

zation. As was shown in Table 1, a bin size of 208

FIG. 7. Lagrangian cross-stream diffusivity as a function of depth and latitude (m2 s21). Bins (a) 3, (b) 6, (c) 8, and

(d) 5 from Fig. 6. Contours are Eulerian mean velocity averaged along the streamline bins.
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longitude means that most floats stay in the bin for more

than 30 days during which time the Lagrangian diffu-

sivity converges.

We note here that our choice of averaging scale seems

to contradict the outcome of Griesel et al. (2009), who

concluded that rotational parts dominate on all scales.

However, their analysis was based on zonal and not

along-streamline averaging scales and only for limited

regions. We may expect rotational parts to average out

more when following the flow. We find here that the kE

when calculated from along-streamline averaged fluxes

and gradients are the same as when the kE are calculated

FIG. 8. (a) Horizontal eddy flux (vectors; Wm22), eddy variance Q02 (color; 8C2), and Q
(contours; 8C) for a region west of the Drake Passage. (b) Cross-stream eddy heat flux along

three trajectories (black, left axis; Wm22) and associated cumulative mean cross-stream heat

flux averaged along each trajectory (red, right axis; Wm22).
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in the 208 bins and then averaged. This suggests that the

averaging length scale may be long enough for most

bins, but not for all bins because, as we note below, kE

are sometimes negative. We now proceed to report results

from the Eulerian experiments based on our hypothesis

that the averaging scale is sufficient as determined by the

requirements of Lagrangian diffusivity convergence.

c. Eulerian diffusivity distributions

We now compare kE with kL. Because kE quantifies

along-isopycnal diffusion across the mean tempera-

ture contours, to obtain consistent comparisons we also

project the Lagrangian velocities across the mean tem-

perature gradient (see also the black line Fig. 4), rather

than projecting them across the Eulerian mean velocity.

The along-stream averages of the 208 longitude, bin-
ned kE and kL are shown in Fig. 9. Common features are

that both diffusivities are high toward the northern

flanks of the ACC, and lower in the ACC. However,

north of 458S, kE (Fig. 9b) is roughly double kL (Fig. 9a),

while to the south of 458S above the depths of about

700m, kE is lower than kL in the along-stream average.

Thus, the local maximum of diffusivities around 1000-m

depth is more distinct and larger in the Eulerian case

than in the Lagrangian case. For both kE and kL, another

local maximum occurs around a depth of 1500–2500m,

although the maximum is several degrees farther north-

ward in the kL case (Fig. 9). This maximum is a result of

the projection across temperature contours, because it

does not appear in the projection across the Eulerian

mean velocity (Fig. 5). At depths between 1500 and

2500m, both mean flow and EKE are weak. The maxi-

mum appears where the isopycnal temperature gradient

is small, and float dispersion across temperature con-

tours becomes larger, in spite of the weak EKE. In about

15% of the bins, kE is negative, implying that the eddy

fluxes are directed up the mean isopycnal temperature

gradient. The along-streamline averaged diffusivities are

the result of large along-streamline variation of the dif-

ferences and common features of both kL and kE.

Figures 10 and 11 show the depth–latitude comparison

for two longitude bins. In bin 4 south ofAustralia (Fig. 10),

there is one prominent jet around the latitude of 488S,
and both diffusivities show the tendency for a mixing

barrier around 500m and increasedmixing with depth in

the jet. Note, however, that kE is about double kL, and

their respective maxima are located at different depths.

Also, kL is large and positive at 500-m depth south of the

jet, whereas kE is negative south of the jet, implying

upgradient eddy temperature fluxes. Both kL and kE can

be thought of as the product of two quantities [cf. Eqs.

(2) and (5)]: a quantity that decreases with depth (the

square root of the Lagrangian EKE, Fig. 10c, and the

Eulerian eddy heat flux, Fig. 10d, respectively), and a

quantity that increases with depth (the Lagrangian in-

tegral length scale, Fig. 10e, and the Eulerian reciprocal

of the isopycnal temperature gradient, Fig. 10f, respec-

tively). The cross-Q eddy heat flux (Fig. 10d) decreases

more sharply than the eddy kinetic energy (Fig. 10c).

The maximum in kE appears at depths where eddy heat

flux is still large and isopycnal temperature gradients

are starting to decrease. The Lagrangian integral length

scale has a large maximum around 2000-m depth (Fig.

10e), approximately at the depth of the maximum in the

reciprocal of the isopycnal temperature gradient (Fig.

10f). Both diffusivities show the mixing barrier effect in

the upper 500m in spite of the large Lagrangian eddy

kinetic energy and Eulerian eddy heat flux.

The region upstream of the Drake Passage (Fig. 11) is

an example of a region where the streamlines are farther

apart, and the jets are not as distinct as in the region

shown in Fig. 10 (cf. also Fig. 6). In these regions, the

FIG. 9. Along-stream averages of diffusivities as a function of depth and lat averaged over the bin for each

streamline bin. (a) Lagrangian and (b) Eulerian diffusivities (m2 s21). Contours are Eulerian mean velocity averaged

along the streamline bins.
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difference between the diffusivity above 500m and be-

low 500m (Figs. 11a,b) is not as large as in the regions

with more distinct jets (Figs. 10a,b). Both kE and kL

show a broad maximum at around 1500–2000-m depth,

a result of both the Lagrangian integral scale as well as

the reciprocal of the isopycnal temperature gradient

having a maximum at these depths (Figs. 11e,f). Here kL

is about the same size above 500m as it is below 1000m,

and the mixing barrier effect seems weaker than in the

regions with more distinct jets. The difference between

upper-ocean kE and kE below 1000m is larger than for

the Lagrangian diffusivity, but not as large as in Figs. 10a

and 10b. The larger kL in the upper ocean may also be a

result of the floats entering mixed layer regimes.

Figures 12b and 12c show the large longitudinal vari-

ability of kE and kL and their depth dependence, within

the streamline bin indicated in Fig. 12a. Bins overlap by

58 longitude, so we do not resolve diffusivity differences

FIG. 10. Average over 1208–1458E, the western half of lon bin 4 from Fig. 6, corresponding to an average over two

overlapping bins. (a) Lagrangian and (b) Eulerian diffusivities (m2 s21), (c) Lagrangian
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hy 02

? i
q

(m s21), (d) Eulerian

eddy temperature flux divided by 0.01 (m s21 8C21), (e) Lagrangian eddy integral scale (km), and (f) Eulerian re-

ciprocal of the isopycnal temperature gradient times 0.01 (m 8C21). The factor 0.01 was chosen to be able to better

compare the vertical structure of Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities.
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on scales smaller than this length. Judging from the fairly

smooth distribution of quantities in Fig. 12, we conclude

that no more information can be gained by decreasing

the overlapping bin size. Figure 12a shows that the

streamline bin encounters different dynamical regimes.

While kE is generally larger than kL (note the different

color scales in Figs. 12b,c), their depth dependences

share some common features: close to the Agulhas re-

gion characterized by high surface eddy activity (see

Figs. 12d,e), both kE and kL decrease from 500m down-

ward. To the east of the Kerguelen Plateau (centered

around 518S, 748E), the streamline bin encounters a region

with one prominent jet, extending from about 1008 to

1508E. In this region, both kE and kL indicate mixing

barriers at the surface and a steering level signature at

depth. There are also, however, upgradient Eulerian eddy

fluxes in the upper 500m (Figs. 12c,e). After the flow has

veered around topographic features, such as NewZealand

FIG. 11. Average over 2408–2808E, lon bin 7 from Fig. 6, corresponding to an average over five overlapping bins in

lon. (a) Lagrangian and (b) Eulerian diffusivities (m2 s21), (c) Lagrangian
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hy 02

? i
q

(m s22), (d) Eulerian eddy heat flux

divided by 0.01 (m s21 8C21), (e) Lagrangian eddy integral scale (km), and (f) Eulerian reciprocal of the isopycnal

temperature gradient times 0.01 (m 8C21). The factor 0.01 was chosen to be able to better compare the vertical

structure of Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities.
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(Campbell Plateau,;1708E) or theDrakePassage (2908E),
both kE and kL tend to show elevated values over the

wholewater column.HighLagrangian eddy kinetic energy

(Fig. 12d) is often, but not always, collocated with high

Eulerian cross-Q heat flux (Fig. 12e). Large kE values be-

low about 1500m are associated with an increase in the

reciprocal of the isopycnal temperature gradient (Fig. 12f).

4. Summary and conclusions

The aim of this study was to compare, in a consistent

way, estimates of Lagrangian and Eulerian isopycnal

diffusivities (kL and kE) in the Southern Ocean of an

eddying model and to explore their relationship to the

mean jets. The philosophy has been to choose bins large

enough to minimize the rotational eddy components of

flow, which should have no impact on net tracer trans-

port. In the case of the Lagrangian diffusivities, suffi-

ciently long time lags (equivalent to choosing large bins)

are needed for the diffusivities to converge (Griesel

et al. 2010). If this diffusive limit is reached, we also

expected the Eulerian fluxes averaged over the bins to

have a net downgradient component. The bin sizes were

chosen such that floats stay in the bin an average of

30 days. This time scale reflects the minimum of 30 days

the cross-stream diffusivity needs to converge to values

that are not dependent on the averaging time scale.

The results can be summarized as follows:

1) It is possible to estimate the full Lagrangian isopyc-

nal diffusivity tensor, at least for depth levels below

about 300m, by projecting the float velocities at each

float point across the Eulerian mean velocity and by

subtracting the Eulerian mean at each float location

in the along-stream direction thereby isolating u0k.
The along-stream diffusivity estimated in this way is

about 6 times larger than the cross-stream diffusivity.

2) The Eulerian mean jets are in general nonzonal and

nonparallel, and meridional dispersion is significantly

different from cross-stream dispersion (not only in

the along-streamline average). Even in the region

west of the Drake Passage (longitude bin 7 from

Fig. 6) where mean streamlines appear quasi zonal,

the deviation of the individual jets from zonal orien-

tation is significant: the diffusivity in the cross-velocity

direction averaged over the jets in this region is 6306
200m2 s21 at 500m and 440 6 200m2 s21 at 1500m.

Meridional dispersion gives diffusivities of 1500 6
300m2 s21 at 500m and 1200 6 400m2 s21 at 1500m.

3) Along-streamline averages of kL and kE are similar

in distribution, but there is no net downgradient flux

in about 15% of the bins, and kE values below 500m

tend to be larger than kL values. The diffusivities are

high toward the northern flanks of the ACC

(.1500m2 s21) and lower in the ACC in regions

where there are distinct jets away from topography

(700–1000m2 s21). In contrast with the findings of

Abernathey et al. (2010), there is no clear signature

of a maximum below the core of the mean jet in the

along-streamline average associated with a steering

level.

4) There is large longitudinal variability in the diffusiv-

ities and in their relation to the mean flow. Even

within typical longitude bins, a single streamline is

not directly associated with a single jet. Because the

jets are not aligned with streamlines and not cir-

cumpolar (see also, e.g., Thompson et al. 2010), this

dilutes the effect of mixing barriers or steering levels

FIG. 12. (a) Along-streamline variation of quantities for the

streamline bin shown together with the Eulerian mean velocity

(color). (b) Lagrangian and (c) Eulerian diffusivities (m2 s21).

(d) Lagrangian hy02i (m2 s22). (e) Eulerian cross-temperature

contours eddy heat flux (8Cm21 s21). (f) Reciprocal of Eulerian

isopycnal temperature gradient (8Cm21).
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in the along-streamline average. In bins where the

individual small-scale jets combine to form one lar-

ger prominent jet that is associated with a number of

streamlines (notably between 808 and 1608E), the
spatial distribution of diffusivities is as we might

expect: mixing barriers at the surface in the jet, high

diffusivities to the north and south of the jet, and a

local maximum at depth below the jet. In bins where

mean jets merge and diverge because of topography,

there is no consistent relation of the diffusivities with

the mean flow. Hence, no matter how jet-centric the

definition of the bins, because the scale of the jets

is smaller than the bin size (because of the need for

long enough time lags), one bin may represent an

average over multiple jets with locally different eddy–

mean flow interaction characteristics. Notably, in the

regionwest of theDrake Passagewhere themean flow

is broader and weaker, Lagrangian diffusivities are

more uniform with depth as compared to the regions

with distinct jets. This region has been of particular

interest to the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Ex-

periment in the Southern Ocean (DIMES; Gille et al.

2012). Recently, Tulloch et al. (2013, manuscript

submitted to J. Phys. Oceanogr.) provided the first

direct estimates of isopycnal eddy diffusivity from

tracer observations, made as part of DIMES, aided

by the analyses of tracer dispersion in a numerical

model for this region. Our findings for this region are

similar to the Tulloch et al. (2013, manuscript sub-

mitted to J. Phys. Oceanogr.) results in that both kL

and kE exhibit a local maximum below depths of

about 1000m. Tulloch et al. (2013, manuscript sub-

mitted to J. Phys. Oceanogr.) interpreted this max-

imum as a steering level signature. At a depth of

1500m, ourmodel results show kE5 11306 151m2s21,

kLEM 5 7776 257m2 s21, kLTM 5 8366 221m2 s21, while

Tulloch et al. (2013, manuscript submitted to J. Phys.

Oceanogr.) report 710 6 260m2 s21 at 1500m from

the observational estimate. The subscripts ‘‘EM’’ and

‘‘TM’’ refer to the projection of the Lagrangian

velocity across the Eularian mean velocity and the

mean potential temperature contours, respectively.

The finding that a clear steering signature at depth,

and mixing barriers at the surface, can most promi-

nently be found in regions away from topographywith

distinct jets also seems consistent with the ideas

presented in Sall�ee et al. (2011) who found that

surface diffusivities are enhanced in the wake of

large topographic obstacles where the mixing barrier

effect can break down.

5) In theory, if the diffusive limit is reached in the

Lagrangian diffusivity, then the Eulerian isopycnal

eddy tracer fluxes, averaged over the same bins, should

be representable as a diffusive parameterization with

the Lagrangian diffusivities. In about 15% of the

bins, the Eulerian isopycnal eddy fluxes are upgra-

dient. Investigating the coherence of the eddy tracer

flux with the mean tracer gradients, Griesel et al.

(2009) found that for depth levels below the surface,

more than 40% of the total eddy heat flux can be

represented as a diffusive downgradient process when

fields are filtered in space over length scales of at least

408, but there was no significant coherence for scales

smaller than about 408. This is not inconsistent with
the requirement of the bin size of 208 proposed here.

However, Griesel et al. (2009) also concluded that

the eddy flux is dominated by rotational components

at all scales.We have attempted to explain, at least in

a qualitative manner, the differences in the spatial

distribution of Eulerian and Lagrangian diffusivities.

Eddy kinetic energy and heat transport generally

both strongly decrease with depth. In contrast, the

Lagrangian integral length scale as well as the inverse

of the temperature gradient increase with depth

(the former because of multiple negative lobes in

the AC in the upper ocean and the latter because the

isopycnal temperature gradient decreases with depth).

Differences in Eulerian and Lagrangian diffusivity

distributions arise because the maxima and minima

of the Lagrangian eddy kinetic energy are not always

collocatedwith themaximaandminima in theEulerian

eddy fluxes. Eulerian diffusivities are negative in 15%

of the bins. That the Eulerian diffusivities as de-

termined here from the cross-contour eddy heat

flux and the Lagrangian diffusivities differ may not

be surprising: Lagrangian diffusivity is more like a

potential vorticity diffusivity (Vollmer andEden 2013;

Abernathey et al. 2013) that in practice can differ from

isopycnal temperature diffusion.

6) Finally, the isopycnal diffusivities diagnosed here are

to be distinguished from the coefficients used in the

GM parameterization that account for eddy-driven

advection and may be dynamically more relevant

(e.g., Griesel and Morales Maqueda 2006; Marshall

and Radko 2006; Viebahn and Eden 2010). Because

the GM diffusivities are diagnosed from the horizon-

tal buoyancy gradients, which differ from the isopyc-

nal tracer gradients, they may have different vertical

distributions as found, for example, in Vollmer and

Eden (2013), Smith and Marshall (2009), and

Abernathey et al. (2013). The exploration of that issue

is left for future work.
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